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Our Liquid Beauty AI app uses augmented reality, which is a fast-growing technology 

that superimposes colors, shapes, and other characteristics in real time. In the case  

of makeup, Liquid Beauty AI allows for a virtual makeup try-on by superimposing  

a certain shade, finish, or overall effect onto your own image, so you can get a better 

sense of what it’ll actually look like once you’re actually wearing it.


The Liquid Beauty AI Virtual Cosmetic 
and Skincare Analysis System


As you’re browsing the Liquid Beauty AI mobile 

app, website and smart mirror you can see  

the Virtual Makeup and Skincare solutions 

suggested for the client with your beauty brand.


With Liquid Beauty AI consider this your 

invitation for a virtual makeover. Once you’ve 

picked a product to try, you can choose from 

your computer to do a live makeover with  

the smart mirror and mobile app.
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To get the best idea of the shade you want to try, 

make sure you’re somewhere that gets either ample 

natural light or offers a bright light on your face with 

few shadows. This way, you can tell if a foundation 

shade works for you without poor lighting throwing 

off your judgment.


         Find your skin tone
1

As you’re testing your virtual makeup and choosing 

your skincare program, you can opt to do a before- 

and-after view to see the difference a product 

makes. 

4

The virtual makeup technology needs an accurate 

read of your face. Keep your face front and center 

for the most accurate results of the skin analysis 

engine. 

          Prepare your face
2

Since you’ll be trying on makeup virtually, forgo  

the lipstick and eyeliner so you can keep the focus  

on what you’re trying on.

          Remove your makeup
3

Try on makeup with 

a virtual makeover



HD Camera SystemsApple iPad System

Touchscreen


The touchscreen can be operated without 

pressure and simply with playful ease.

The high reflection n combination  

with its light transmission guarantees  

its optimal use

iOS-based operating system 

provides comfort and rapid 

customer experience

The mirror has a safe on/off function 

switch, which will protect your privacy

High-quality Mirror Glass

Smart Mirror Systems — Coming 2021
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